LAOKO'S

POSSUM + JOEY POUCH

Sewing
GUIDE

Once you have made
the pouches contact
LAOKO via email
laokosmwr@gmail.com to
find out where the best
address is to post them to
or drop them off. If you live
within the Snowy Monaro
region we can also
arrange to have them
picked up

With many wildlife in care LAOKO
needs many pouches in various sizes.
There are 3 types of pouches and it is
up to you which you prefer to make.
We need knitted woollen pouches
made with 100% wool. We need polar
fleece pouches. We also need just a
simple pouch lining made from natural
fibres. We have given approximate
sizes for pouches, however anything
close to these sizes would be perfect.

MATERIALS NEEDED
100% Cotton/Bambo/Hemp OR
Flannelette for simple lining or
summer pouch.
Polar Fleece for outer lining
Wool for knitting outer lining

APPROXIMATE POUCH SIZES NEEDED
25cm wide x 35cm high for unfurred joeys
35cm wide x 40cm high for just furring joeys
50cm wide x 65cm high for fully furred joeys
HOW TO MAKE THE POUCH
So that you only need to sew to sides plus the hem - first fold
fabric in half so that bottom of pouch is the fold. Cut the width
and height required [make sure to allow for seam allowances]
Pin a double hem at the top of the pouch. Iron into place and
stitch.
Fold fabric right sides together so that it forms the rectangular
pouch shape..
Stitch a seam down each side. Note that because the seam
will be enclosed you do not need to overlock.
Turn pouch right side out, make sure the corners are fully
turned (clip or trim if necessary), and iron so that the pouch is
nice and flat.
Top stitch to enclose each side seam (sometimes called
French seaming).

***To make woollen pouch knit size and then handsew.
Lambswool from mattress warmers are also great for making
a nice warm + cosy winter pouch.

laokosmwr.org
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